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On-axis SGRB afterglow
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Γ~100

Γ~10

Γ~2

Typical jet angles for 
SGRBs: 𝜃j ~5o-15o (Fong+15)


𝜃b~1/Γ𝜃j

tb~1 d

tb : 𝜃b=𝜃j 

𝜃j inferred from detection of 
the jet break



Prospects for detection of on-axis SGRBs

0.01/yr 

0.03/yr 

1.5/yr 

7/yr 

On-axis short GRB rate inferred form the luminosity function and 
redshift distribution (Ghirlanda+16)


➡ detection of on-axis SGRBs not very promising: better prospects for 
“orphan” afterglows
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Off-axis “orphan” SGRB afterglow

Orphan afterglows: 

✓more numerous, 
Noff~Non(1-cos𝜃j)-1~200 Non


- dimmer and delayed


- no gamma-ray trigger

No orphan afterglows detected so far (up to 170817)

𝜃b~1/Γ𝜃j

𝜃v

tpk~𝜃v+𝜃j 



The search for GW counterparts in X-rays
Neil Gehrels Swift 
Observatory 

BAT: coded mask, 15-150 
keV, ~2 sr fov, transients 
detection and localisation


XRT: 0.3-10 keV, rapid slew 
(~ 1 min) and accurate 
localisation (5”)


UVOT: 6 filters (170-600 
nm), 24th mag sensitivity 
(1000 s), centroid accuracy 
0.5”  

Challenge: scan wide region of the sky with XRT, if no trigger 
from BAT Evans+15,16



GW 170817/GRB 170817A: Swift observations

trigger LIGO/Virgo and Fermi/GBM, no BAT detection (Earth occultation):
➡scan of the GBM region (t=0.04 d) and later of the smaller LIGO/Virgo 

region (t=0.2 d): short (120 s) exposure centered in the known galaxies
➡no new X-ray source detected (fX<10-12 erg/cm2/s, 0.3-10 keV) 

candidate optical counterpart reported (t=0.5 d):
➡follow-up with Swift/XRT and UVOT (t=0.6 d) and with NuSTAR (t=0.7 d)
➡UV counterpart detected by UVOT
➡still no X-ray emission detected by XRT (fX<2.7x10-13 erg/cm2/s, 0.3-10 

keV) and NuSTAR (fX<2.6x10-14 erg/cm2/s, 3-10 keV)

Figure 1: Skymap of Swift XRT observations, in equatorial (J2000) coordinates. The grey probability area is
the GW localization (13), the blue region shows the Fermi-GBM localization, and the red circles are Swift-XRT
fields of view. UVOT fields are colocated with a field of view 60% of the XRT. The location of the counterpart,
EM 170817, is marked with a large yellow cross. The early 37-point mosaic can be seen, centred on the GBM
probability. The widely scattered points are from the first uploaded observing plan, which was based on the single-
detector GW skymap. The final observed plan was based on the first 3-detector map (11), however we show here
the higher-quality map (13) so that our coverage can be compared to the final probability map (which was not
available at the time of our planning; (7)).

Swift satellite (6) in its low-Earth orbit meant that the GW and gamma-ray burst (GRB) localizations were occulted
by the Earth (7) and so not visible to its Burst Alert Telescope (BAT). These discoveries triggered a world-wide
effort to find, localize and characterize the EM counterpart (8). We present UV and X-ray observations conducted
as part of this campaign; companion papers describe synergistic efforts at radio (9) and optical/near-infrared (10)
wavelengths.

Search for a UV and X-ray Counterpart

Swift began searching for a counterpart to GW 170817 with its X-ray Telescope (XRT) and UV/Optical Telescope
(UVOT) at 13:37 (time since the GW and GRB triggers, �t = 0.039 d). At the time, the most precise localization
was from the Fermi-GBM (90% containment area of 1626 deg2), so we imaged a mosaic with radius ⇠ 1.1�

centered on the most probable GBM position. Subsequently at 17:54 (�t = 0.2 d) a more precise localization
became available from the LIGO and Virgo GW detectors, with a 90% containment area of only 33.6 deg2 (11).
Following the strategy outlined in (12), Swift began a series of short (120 s) exposures centered on known galaxies
in the GW localization (Figure 1; (7)).

No new, bright (X-ray flux, fX � 10�12 erg cm�2 s�1) X-ray sources were detected in the wide-area search
(XRT imaged 92% of the distance-weighted GW localization (7)). In order to quantify the likelihood of recovering
any rapidly fading X-ray emission, we simulated 10,000 short GRB afterglows based on a flux-limited sample of
short GRBs (14), and randomly placed them in the 3D (distance plus sky position) GW localization, weighted
by the GW probability. We find that in 65% of these simulations we could recover an X-ray afterglow with our
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GW 170817/GRB 170817A: Swift observations
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Figure 4: Predicted X-ray flux of an afterglow to GW 170817. A: The distribution of short GRB light curves
(14), scaled to 40 Mpc. The solid line shows the median behavior; the two dashed lines represent the 25 and 75
percentiles. The blue line with the triangle corresponds to the time range covered by the large-scale tiling with
Swift-XRT and shows the typical sensitivity achieved per tile. The red arrows represent the XRT upper limits on
emission from EM 170817 obtained by summing all the data up to the time of the arrow. The grey diamonds show
the NuSTAR limits on emission from EM 170817. B: The X-ray flux predicted for an on-axis jet for a range of
isotropic afterglow energies and circumburst densities. The black line indicates the flux upper limit of the first
NuSTAR observation; red squares are known short GRBs with E

AG

and n
0

(19). Our observations rule out an
energetic, ultra-relativistic outflow with E

AG

>⇠ 1050 erg for on-axis geometries.
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Evans+17

X-ray (and radio) emission not 
expected to be related to the kilonova 
but to the GRB itself


➡information on the SGRB afterglow

Swift Sun Constraint

Figure 5: Simulated X-ray afterglow light curves for typical short GRB parameters (23) . Here, E
AG

=
2 ⇥ 1051 erg, n

0

= 5 ⇥ 10�3 cm�3), and ✓
jet

= 0.2 radian; the true values of these parameters are uncertain and
vary between GRBs. Curves are shown for a range of viewing angles, with the Swift-XRT and NuSTAR limits
marked. An off-axis orientation of ⇡ 30� is consistent with both the early Swift-XRT and NuSTAR limits, and the
recently reported Chandra detection (46). The anticipated peak time will occur when Swift and Chandra cannot
observe the field due to proximity to the Sun.
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Evans+17

Upper limits with Swift/XRT and NuSTAR:


X-ray afterglow of GRB 170817A dimmer 
than for typical SGRBs (D’Avanzo+14) 


possibly consistent with the orphan 
afterglow scenario


supported by Chandra observations

X-rays SGRB 
light curves @ 


40 Mpc 



GW 170817/GRB 170817A: search for the X-ray 
counterpart

MAXI: no detection at t=0.19 d (fX<8.6x10-9 erg/cm2/s, 2-10 keV) Sugita+17

Super-AGILE: no detection at t=0.53 d (fX<3x10-9 erg/cm2/s, 18-60 keV) 
Verrecchia+17

INTEGRAL/JEM-X: no detection at t~6 d (fX<2x10-11 erg/cm2/s, 3-10 
keV) Savchenko+17

XMM-Newton: source in Sun constraint

Chandra: source observed from t=2.2 d up to Sun constraint:

GW170817AX-rays 3

FIG. 1.— 0.5-8 keV CXO observations of the optical transient associated with GW170817 obtained at ⇠2.34 days (left panel) and ⇠15.39 days (central panel)
since BNS coalescence reveal the appearance of a new X-ray source at the location of the optical transient (right panel). The host galaxy is a source of diffuse
and persistent X-ray emission, with the core of the X-ray emission coincident with the radio source (1" magenta region) that we identified in Alexander et al.
(2017b), suggesting the presence of a weak AGN (Blanchard et al. 2017). The central panel also shows the appearance of another X-ray source S2, which was
not detected in our first CXO observations. The initial localization of an X-ray source by the Swift-XRT at t < 2 days (Evans et al. 2017b) (yellow dashed region
in the left panel, 90% containment) might suggest that S2 was “active" before our first CXO observation. Right panel: zoom-in into HST observations of the EM
counterpart to GW170817 (Nicholl et al. 2017; Blanchard et al. 2017) with the X-ray regions overlaid.

at t ⇠ 10 days, corresponding to the reported detection of X-
ray emission with the CXO using an exposure time of 50 ks
(Troja et al. 2017) is also shown to guide the eye.

3. ORIGIN OF THE RISING X-RAY EMISSION

We discuss the physical origin of the rising X-ray emis-
sion found in association to GW170817 considering the fol-
lowing observational constraints: (i) The peak of the X-ray
emission is at tpk � 15 days; (ii) The X-ray light-curve shows
mild temporal evolution, with no signs of rise or decay over a
⇠24 hr timescale at t ⇠ 15 days; (iii) The blue colors of the
early kilonova emission (Cowperthwaite et al. 2017; Nicholl
et al. 2017) suggest ✓obs < 45� (Sekiguchi et al. 2016), where
✓obs is the observer angle with respect to the jet axis (Sec.
3.2);18 (iv) Simultaneous radio observations from Alexander
et al. (2017a) which include the earliest radio observations
of this transient at different frequencies and detections at 6
GHz. Below we discuss the nature of the X-ray emission
from GW170817 considering this entire range of observa-
tional constraints available at the time of writing.

3.1. Constraints on on-axis outflows
We first consider constraints on on-axis19 relativistic out-

flows (collimated or not collimated), under the assumption
that the the blast wave has transferred to the ISM most of
its energy by the time of our first CXO observation, and
its hydrodynamics is thus well described by the Blandford-
McKee (BM) self-similar deceleration solution (Blandford &
McKee 1976). Electrons are accelerated at the shock front
into a power-law distribution N(�) / �-p for � � �min and
cool through synchrotron emission and adiabatic losses.

In the standard synchrotron model (e.g. Granot & Sari
2002), the flux density F⌫ / n1/2E (3+p)/4

k,iso ✏p-1
e ✏(1+p)/4

B t(3-3p)/4 if

18 As a note of caution, we mention here that it might be possible to ob-
serve blue emission from a kilonova even from larger viewing angles if it
expands faster than the tidal matter. This scenario has yet to be fully ex-
plored.

19 i.e. Outflows for which ✓obs  ✓ j , where ✓ j is the half-opening angle of
the core of the jet and ✓obs is the observer angle with respect to the jet axis.

the X-rays are on the ⌫(1-p)/2 spectral segment (i.e. ⌫x < ⌫c)
and F⌫ / E (2+p)/4

k,iso ✏p-1
e ✏(p-2)/4

B t(2-3p)/4 if the X-rays are on the
⌫-p/2 spectral segment (⌫x > ⌫c). ⌫c is the synchrotron cooling
frequency (e.g. Rybicki & Lightman 1979), ✏e and ✏B are the
post-shock energy fractions in electrons and magnetic field,
respectively and n is the ISM density. We use a constant den-
sity medium as expected for a non-massive star progenitor.

Within this model, and for fiducial parameters ✏e = 0.1,
✏B = 0.01 and p = 2.4 set by median value of cosmological
short GRBs (Fong et al. 2015), the deep CXO non-detection
on day 2.34 constrains Ek,iso  1047n-10/27

0 erg for ⌫x < ⌫c and
Ek,iso  4⇥ 1046 erg for ⌫x > ⌫c. n0 is the circumburst den-
sity in units of cm-3. Consistent with the results from radio
observations (Alexander et al. 2017a), this analysis points at
low Ek,iso  1048 erg for the range of densities n ⇠ (3 - 15)⇥
10-3 cm-3 associated to cosmological short GRBs, which are
characterized by Ek,iso ⇠ (1 - 3)⇥ 1051 erg for the same mi-
crophysical parameters ✏e = 0.1 and ✏B = 0.01 (Fong et al.
2015). We note that this conclusion does not depend on the
choice of p, with p = 2.1-2.4 (p > 2.4 violates our radio lim-
its). This solution is only valid during the relativistic phase at
t < tNR (where tNR ⇠ 1100(Ek,iso/1053n0)1/3 days, Piran 2004)
and constraints the presence of an undetected, temporally de-
caying X-ray emission at t < 2.34 days, with properties that
are clearly distinguished from cosmological short GRBs seen
on-axis (Fong et al. 2017a).

A rising X-ray light-curve can be the result of a delayed
onset of the afterglow emission, as the blast wave deceler-
ates into the environment and transfers energy to the circum-
burst medium. In this scenario, the initial Lorentz factor
of the outflow is �0 ⇠ 8.0E1/8

k,iso,52n-1/8
0 t-3/8

pk,day where tpk,day is
the peak time of the afterglow in days (Sari & Piran 1999).
A distinguishing feature of the early afterglow emission is
an initial very steep rise of the emission / t2 or / t11/3

(Sari & Piran 1999). The stable X-ray flux of the source at
t ⇠ 15 - 16 days suggests that tpk ⇠ 15 - 30 days. Given the
Fermi-GBM detection of a gamma-ray transient with fluence

Margutti+17

➡initial non detection at t=2 d (expo 
25 ks, fX<1.4x10-15 erg/cm2/s, 
0.3-10 keV) Margutti+17

➡detection of an X-ray counterpart 
at t=9 d (expo 50 ks) consistent 
with the OT/IR counterpart Troja+17

➡X-ray source confirmed by other 
observations Margutti+17, Troja+17, Fong+17, 
Haggard+17



GW 170817/GRB 170817A: early Chandra observations

 

Figure 3: Multi-wavelength light curves for the counterpart of GW170817 

a Temporal evolution of the X-ray and radio counterparts of GW170817 compared to the model 

predictions (thin solid lines) for a short GRB afterglow viewed at an angle qv ~ 28°. The thick gray 

line shows the X-ray light curve of the same afterglow as seen on-axis, falling in the typical range15 

of short GRBs (vertical dashed line). Upper limits are 3 s. b Temporal evolution of the optical and 

infrared transient SSS17a compared with the theoretical predictions (solid lines) for a kilonova 

seen off-axis with viewing angle qv ~ 28°. For comparison with the ground-based photometry, 

HST measurements (squares) were converted to standard filters. Our model includes the 

contribution from a massive, high-speed wind along the polar axis (Mw~0.015 Msun, v~0.08c) and 

from the dynamical ejecta (Mej~0.002 Msun, v~0.2c). The presence of a wind is required to explain 

the bright and long-lived optical emission, which is not expected otherwise (see dashed line).  

 
 

 

 

Troja+17

initial non-detection at t=2.2 d (expo 
25 ks) Margutti+17


detection of X-ray emission at t=9 d 
(expo 50 ks) with fX=4x10-15 erg/cm2/
s (0.3-10 keV) Troja+17


several detections reported at 
t=15-16 d (expo ~50 ks, fX=5x10-15 
erg/cm2/s, 0.3-10 keV) Margutti+17, Troja
+17, Haggard+17

Chandra det.Chandra 
u.l.

➡on-axis GRB afterglow is ruled out
➡off-axis afterglow with 𝜃v~20o-40o and 𝜃j~15o

➡central engine origin of X-ray emission is disfavoured

The source entered in Sun constraint until December 2017…



How X-ray observations can constrain theoretical 
models

a b c
4 O. Salafia et al.

Layer

Spine

v iew

v iew
jet

Figure 1. Indicative afterglow lightcurves in radio (5 GHz), optical (R band) and X-ray (1 keV) for the three scenarios. Parameters in Table 1. Left panel:
isotropic fireball. Mid panel: the spine/layer model (which we consider equivalent also to the jet plus cocoon scenario), where the spine is the assumed to
have parameters typical of a standard SGRB jet. The layer contributes to the light curve at early times, since ✓

layer

= ✓
view

= 30�. Right panel: off-beam
slow jet model. The dotted lines show representative detection limits for the three bands. The corresponding flux values are shown on the figure. The optical
and X-ray fluxes are uncertain, since they depend on the presence of high energy electrons. For all models, the behaviour of the lightcurve is almost the
same regardless of the observer frequency: this is due to all three frequencies being between ⌫

m

and ⌫
c

(for the chosen parameters) at all times shown
on the plot, except for the early rising part of the off-beam slow jet and of the core.

3.3 Off-beam slow jet

The energy distribution of SGRB jets may have a low energy tail,
accompanied by a corresponding low � tail. In this case a jet with
✓
jet

⇠ 10

�, E
k,iso

⇠ 10

51 erg and � ⇠5–15 could be seen also at a
relatively large ✓

view

⇠ 30

�. If seen on-axis, such a jet would pro-
duce E

�,iso

= ⌘E
k,iso

= 10

50⌘�1

E
k,iso,51

erg. These values of
E

k,iso

and � are roughly consistent (i.e. they are within the rather
large dispersion) with the relation shown in Ghirlanda et al. (2012)
and Liang et al. (2013). Using Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 in Ghisellini et al.
(2006) we can calculate the observed E

�,iso

for any ✓
view

. It turns
out that for ✓

view

= 30

�, the de-beaming factor is 1/2500, and
then E

�,iso

(30

�
) ⇡ 4 ⇥ 10

46⌘�1

E
k,iso,51

erg, detectable up to
⇠60 Mpc if the fluence limit is 10�7 erg cm�2. For ✓

view

> 30

�

the de-beaming makes the source undetectable. The probability to
see a burst within 30

� is P = (1� cos 30

�
) ⇠ 0.13: small, but not

impossible. Taking into account the anisotropy of the GW emission
(Schutz 2011), the probability to see the jet within 30

� after the
progenitor NS-NS binary has been detected in GW is significantly
larger1, being ⇠ 0.38. With the parameters listed in Table 1, we
calculated the expected afterglow, shown in the right panel of Fig.
1. The peak flux corresponds approximately to the time when the
Lorentz factor 1/� ⇠ (✓

view

� ✓
jet

), namely when we start to see

1 This relies upon the assumption that the jet is launched perpendicular
to the orbital plane of the binary. This most likely holds in NS-NS mergers,
while it is less certain for BH-NS mergers, because the BH spin might cause
the accretion disk plane in the post-merger phase to be tilted with respect to
the original orbital plane.

Model E
k,iso

� ✓
jet

✓
view

[erg] [deg] [deg]

Isotropic fireball 1049 5 — —
spine 1052 100 10 30
layer 1049 5 30 30
off–beam 1051 10 10 30

Table 1. Parameters used for the models shown in Fig. 1. For all models,
we assumed an ISM number density n

0

= 10�3 cm�3 and microphysical
parameters p = 2.3, ✏

e

= 0.1, ✏
B

= 0.01. The source is located at a
luminosity distance of 60 Mpc.

the border of the jet. This occurs at t
peak

⇠ 60 days for the parme-
ters shown in Tab. 1, and it goes as t

peak

/ (E
k,iso

/n
0

)

1/3 for a
given viewing angle, i.e. it is independent from the initial Lorentz
factor, due to the self-similar nature of the deceleration (Blandford
& McKee 1976).

After t
peak

, the flux decreases monotonically. After the peak,
the lightcurve is similar to an isotropic fireball with the same E

k,iso

and initial �. However, there is an important difference: the flux of
an off-beam jet should be strongly polarized at t

peak

, because the
observer sees only the border of the jet (Rossi et al. 2004).

4 DISCUSSION

Most models that associate a detectable high-energy, prompt elec-
tromagnetic counterpart to a gravitational wave event require the

MNRAS 000, 1–5 (2017)

Salafia+17

Different scenarios are still consistent with early X-ray observations:


a. isotropic fireball Salafia+17 or hot cocoon from a failed jet Mooley+17


b. structured jet: standard jet+less energetic cocoon/layer Lazzati+17, 
Kathirgamaraju+17, Gottlieb+17, Lyman+18, Margutti+18, D’Avanzo+18


c. uniform (top-hat) jet with unusually low Lorentz factor Pian+17



How X-ray observations can constrain theoretical 
models

Different scenarios are still consistent with early X-ray observations:


a. isotropic fireball Salafia+17 or hot cocoon from a failed jet Mooley+17


b. structured jet: standard jet+less energetic cocoon/layer Lazzati+17, 
Kathirgamaraju+17, Gottlieb+17, Lyman+18, Margutti+18, D’Avanzo+18


c. uniform (top-hat) jet with unusually low Lorentz factor Pian+17

Lazzati+17

 
Figure 7. Comparison of the three model structures | Comparison among the best-fit 

model for the three model structures discussed: an isotropic fireball (red), an off-axis, 

top-hat jet (green), and a structured jet (blue). Only data at 3 GHz are shown, but the fit 

were performed an all the multi-wavelength dataset. The inset shows the best-fit energy 

and Lorentz factor profiles of the three models. The vertical arrows show the location of 

the observer in the top-hat and structured models. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Radio observations up to t=107 d 
Mooley+17

➡the emission is rising



GW170817A a hundred days after merger 7

FIG. 4.— Results from our simulation of a successful off-axis relativistic jet with structure �(✓) and Eiso(✓) displayed in the insets, propagating into a low-
density environment with n ⇠ 10-5 - 10-4 cm-3 and viewed ⇠ 20� off-axis. We use p = 2.16 and the microphysical parameters reported in the figure. These two
representative models can adequately reproduce the current set of observations and predict an optically thin synchrotron spectrum at all times, in agreement with
our observations (upper panel). Insets: Eiso(✓) and �(✓) from our simulations (black solid lines) at t = 100 s, compared to the jet structure from Lazzati et al.
(2017c) (grey lines). The jet in our simulation has quasi-gaussian structure, with Eiso / e-(✓/✓c)↵ and ↵ ⇠ 1.9, ✓c ⇠ 9� (red dashed line). Future observations
will be able to constrain the jet-environment parameters.

sities n ⇠ 10-5 - 10-4 cm-3 favored by our modeling ⌫c is not
expected to cross the X-ray band at t < 104 d, see Fig. 4,
upper panel). These findings are consistent with the indepen-
dent results by Lazzati et al. (2017c) and Lyman et al. (2018),
and demonstrate that the persistent optically-thin non-thermal
spectrum F⌫ / ⌫-0.585 that characterizes GW170817 is not a
unique prediction of choked-jets and/or pure-cocoon models.
Instead it is a natural expectation from fully-relativistic struc-
tured outflows with properties similar to those of SGRBs but
viewed from the side. Together with the very similar flux tem-
poral evolution (see Fig. 5-6), this makes these two classes of
models virtually impossible to distinguish based on current
observations.

We compare the results from our simulations to those pre-
sented by Lazzati et al. (2017c) in Fig. 5-6. The major differ-
ence is the flux evolution at t � 200 d, with the Lazzati et al.
(2017c) models steadily rising until t ⇠ 600 d after merger. As
the microphysics parameters (✏B = 0.002, ✏e = 0.02, p = 2.13)
and observing angle (✓obs = 21�) are very similar to the values

of one of our simulations, the different behavior can be as-
cribed to the combination of a narrower ultra-relativistic core,
as shown in the inset of Fig. 4 (which effectively places the
observer more off-axis) more slowly decelerating into a lower
density environment (n ⇠ 10-5 cm-3 vs. n ⇠ 10-4 cm-3). In
general, outflows with a fully-relativistic core with isotropic
energy ⇠ 1052 erg, propagating into environments with n 
10-5 cm-3 and viewed ⇠ 20� off-axis will reach a peak at
tp � 600 days (tp ⇠ 2.1E1/3

k,iso,52 n-1/3 ((✓obs - ✓ j)/10�)8/3 days,
e.g. Granot & Sari 2002).

Some observational tests to distinguish between the suc-
cessful structured jet scenario that we support here and the
choked-jet/stratified ejecta scenarios have been proposed, in-
cluding VLBI imaging and the acquisition of a larger sam-
ple of GW events with electromagnetic counterparts (Hallinan
et al. 2017; Lazzati et al. 2017c; Mooley et al. 2017). Here
we note that if a collimated outflow of fully relativistic mate-
rial survived the interaction with the BNS ejecta, the observed

GW 170817/GRB 170817A: late X-ray observations

Further observations with Chandra 
once the source exit the Sun 
constraint (t=107 d Margutti+18 and 
t=109 d Ruan+18)

➡the X-ray emission substantially 

rised


OT observations at t=110 d Lyman+17 

and t=137 d Margutti+18

➡unrelated to the kilonova, likely 

associated to GRB 170817A

➡consistent with radio and X-ray 

behaviour

Margutti+18

constraints on the nature of the emission process (synchrotron emission)


no constraints on the nature of the relativistic ejecta (both scenarios still 
valid)



D’Avanzo et al.: Decreasing X–ray light curve of GRB 170817A

Fig. 2. Optical to X–ray spectrum of GRB 170817A. XMM–Newton
data points (blue, this work) and HST contemporaneous detection (red
circle) are shown. The gray shaded region shows the 90% uncertainty
on the fit of the XMM–Newton data alone (dot–dashed line). The fit
obtained combining the de–reddened HST flux (from Margutti et al.
2018) and our XMM-Newton data results in a photon index of 1.6 (dotted
red line) with an error of ±0.05 (90% c.l. – yellow shaded region).

The nearly simultaneous XMM–Newton and HST observa-
tions provide the opportunity to check if the change in the X-
ray and optical light curve slope is associated with a change in
the source spectrum. We find that the spectral energy distribution
(SED) at the epoch of our XMM–Newton observation is still con-
sistent with a single power–law component between the X–ray
and the optical, with F⌫ / ⌫�0.6 (Fig. 2). The X–ray spectrum ex-
pected if the cooling frequency has transitioned below the X–ray
band (between the earlier Chandra observation and our XMM-
Newton epoch) has a photon index of 2.1 and predicts an optical
flux which is inconsistent with that observed by HST nearly at
the same epoch. We can thus exclude this explanation of the ob-
served optical and X–ray light curve peak. We rather interpret it
as due to a dynamical or geometric e↵ect. We interpret the op-
tical and X–ray light curve within two possible scenarios: (i) a
structured jet, in which case the decline of the optical and X–ray
fluxes indicates that the emission from the jet core has entered
our line of sight (i.e. the core has decelerated down to a Lorentz
factor � ⇠ ✓�1

view); (ii) an isotropic (Salafia et al. 2017) and strat-
ified fireball with a velocity profile, as that described in Mooley
et al. (2017), in which case the light curve peak indicates that the
velocity profile has a rather sharp cut–o↵ at �min = vmin/c ⇠ 0.88.

3.1. The structured jet model

We employ a simple structured jet model, in which both the
isotropic equivalent kinetic energy EK,iso and the bulk Lorentz
factor � are approximately constant within a narrow core of half–
opening angle ✓core and decrease as power–laws outside of it:

EK,iso(✓) =
EK,iso,core

1 + (✓/✓core)s1
(1)

and

�0(✓) = 1 +
�core � 1

1 + (✓/✓core)s2
(2)

We model the dynamics of the jet with the simplifying assump-
tion that each solid angle element evolves independently (i.e. we

Table 1. Parameters of the structured jet and isotropic outflow models
shown in Fig. 3. Units in square parentheses.

Structured Jet Isotropic outflow
✓core [deg] 2
EK,iso,core [erg] 1.1 ⇥ 1052 E0 [erg] 2 ⇥ 1051

s1 4.8 ↵ 5
�core 100 �max 3.6
s2 3 �min 0.88
✓view 24
n [cm�3] 10�2 n [cm�3] 8 ⇥ 10�5

✏e 0.1 ✏e 0.1
✏B 0.0015 ✏B 0.01
p 2.1 p 2.14

neglect side expansion, which should have a limited e↵ect on the
light curve, see e.g. Granot & Kumar 2003; Lazzati et al. 2017b;
Lamb et al. 2017). For each solid angle element, we model the
emission following Sari et al. (1998), with the proper transfor-
mations to the o↵–axis observer frame. The ambient medium is
assumed to have a constant number density n. The parameters of
the structured jet model shown in Fig. 3 (dashed lines) are re-
ported in Table 1 (where ✏e and ✏B are the shock energy carried
by the electrons and by the magnetic field, respectively, and p is
the electron energy distribution index). With the given parame-
ters, the total kinetic energy in the jet is Ejet ⇡ 4.3⇥ 1048 erg (for
one jet), which is just what is expected for a standard SGRB
jet (Hotokezaka et al. 2016). Di↵erent structured jet scenar-
ios have been proposed to model the afterglow light curves of
GRB 170817A by Lazzati et al. (2017b), Lyman et al. (2018) and
Margutti et al. (2018). As in our case described above, the mod-
els presented in Lyman et al. (2018) and Margutti et al. (2018)
can account for the change in the slope observed in the X-ray
and optical light curve at t ⇠ 110�130 d. We note, however, that
all the proposed model are very similar and that the diversity in
the predictions can be ascribed to a combination of di↵erences
in the jet structure (including the opening angle of the relativistic
core), the density of the environment and by the di↵erent choice
of the microphysical parameters, that can be better constrained
with future multi-band observations.

3.2. The isotropic outflow model

Salafia et al. (2018) proposed a scenario where a reconnection–
powered isotropic fireball is launched at the beginning of the
neutron–star merger phase. The simple model sketched there as-
sumed a uniform energy profile in the fireball, however the de-
scribed process may also produce a fireball with an energy pro-
file as that described in Mooley et al. (2017). In what follows
we adopt the model in Mooley et al. (2017) to describe the light
curve in our jet–less scenario. An isotropic (or quasi–isotropic)
outflow is launched, with a distribution of energy in momentum
space given by:

E(> ��) = E0(��)�↵ (3)

between the minimum and maximum Lorentz factors �min, �max
or equivalently the minimum and maximum velocities �min, �max.
The interaction with the ISM results in a shock whose dynamics
reflect the fact that slower (but more energetic) ejecta progres-
sively cross the reverse shock, reducing the deceleration. The
evolution of the forward shock radius (Hotokezaka et al. 2016)
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within the jet half–opening angle, 1 � cos(✓jet), it is unlikely that
the first short GRB associated to a GW event had a jet pointing
towards the Earth. The extremely low �-ray luminosity of GRB
170817A has been interpreted as due to (i) the debeamed radia-
tion of a jet observed o↵–beam (i.e. viewing angle ✓view > ✓jet),
provided that the jet bulk Lorentz factor is significantly smaller
than usually assumed (see, e.g., Pian et al. 2017). Alternatively,
the jet could be (ii) structured, with a fast and energetic inner
core surrounded by a slower, less energetic layer/sheath/cocoon
(first proposed for long GRBs – Lipunov et al. 2001; Rossi et al.
2002; Salafia et al. 2015 – and only recently extended to SGRBs
– Kathirgamaraju et al. 2017; Lazzati et al. 2017a; Gottlieb et
al. 2017). In this scenario the faint, o↵–beam emission is due
to the slower component, which originates from the interaction
of the jet with the merger dynamical ejecta or the post–merger
winds. Recently, Mooley et al. (2017) suggested the possibility
that (iii) the jet was not successful in excavating its way through
the ambient medium and that GRB 170817A was due to its ves-
tige, a quasi–isotropic cocoon with a velocity profile. Last but
not least, (iv) a jet–less interpretation of GRB 17017A could still
be viable: an isotropic fireball, expanding ahead of the kilonova
ejecta, which could account for both the low luminosity of the
�–ray event and the properties of the EM component in the ra-
dio and X–ray bands (Salafia et al. 2017). In this case, all BNS
mergers should have this kind of faint, hard X–ray counterpart.
All the above scenarios have relatively clear predictions for the
temporal and spectral evolution of the electromagnetic emission
from X-rays to the radio band. Recent radio and X–ray obser-
vations (Mooley et al. 2017; Troja et al. 2017b; Margutti et al.
2018), carried out until ⇠ 110�115 d after the event, indicate that
the source flux is steadily rising and that the spectral energy dis-
tribution over these bands is consistent with a single power–law
component. These results disfavor the interpretation (i) reported
above (an o↵–beam homogeneous jet).

In this letter we present deep, late–time X–ray observations
of GW 170817 / GRB 170817A carried out ⇠135 days after the
GW/GRB event with the XMM-Newton satellite, showing evi-
dence for a decreasing trend in the afterglow emission (§2). In
§3 we interpret and discuss all the available afterglow data of
GRB 170817A under the structured jet and jet–less scenarios
mentioned above and summarize our conclusions in §4.

2. Observations and data analysis

XMM–Newton started observing GW 170817 on the 29th De-
cember 2017 at 19:00:11 UT, 134.5 d after the GW event. XMM–
Newton observed for 41.3 ks (42.8 ks) with the pn (MOS) de-
tector, all equipped with the thin filter. Two large background
flares occurred during the observation, reducing the usable time
to 26.0 and 29.6 ks for the pn and MOS detectors, respectively.
The centre of NGC 4993 lies at only 1000 from GW 170817 (see
Fig. 1) and particular care has to be adopted. We extracted prod-
ucts using a 400 radius region centered on the optical position
of GW 170817 / GRB 170817A (Coulter et al. 2017). The back-
ground has been extracted from two 400 regions, at the same dis-
tance from the host galaxy centre, one opposite to GW 170817
and the other to the north-east (thus avoiding the source detected
by Chandra, named “S2” in Margutti et al. 2018, in the south–
west region). We gathered (source plus background) 60, 15 and
15 counts from the pn, MOS1 and MOS2 detectors, respectively,
with the source making 70 � 80% of the total. Response matri-
ces were generated with the package SAS v16.1 using the latest
calibration products.

Fig. 1. X–ray image obtained by co–adding the XMM–Newton pn and
MOS data presented in this paper. The X–ray emission of GW 170817
/ GRB 170817A (upper circle, 4” radius) is clearly visible close to the
nucleus of its host galaxy NGC 4993 (lower circle).

Spectra were rebinned to 5 counts per spectral bin and C–
statistics was adopted for the fits. We fit the three spectra with
an absorbed power law model with the column density fixed to
Galactic value of 7.84 ⇥ 1020 cm�2 (Kalberla et al. 2005). A
90% confidence level (c.l.) upper limit on the intrinsic absorp-
tion is < 1.1 ⇥ 1021 cm�2. The best fit provides a photon in-
dex � = 1.7+0.5

�0.4 (90% c.l.) and a 0.3–10 keV unabsorbed flux of
(2.1+1.1

�0.8) ⇥ 10�15 erg cm�2 s�1. This fit and its uncertainty region
are shown in Fig. 2 by the dot–dashed line and the grey shaded
region, respectively. The XMM–Newton de–absorbed data are
also shown in Fig. 2 (blue points).

Motivated by the almost simultaneous XMM–Newton and
HST observations (⇠137 d after the event; Margutti et al. 2018),
we dereddened1 the optical AB magnitude magF606W = 26.90 ±
0.25 reported by these authors and we fitted together optical
and X–ray data. Thanks to the large leverage in terms of energy
range we tightly constrain the overall power law photon index to
� = 1.60 ± 0.05. This fit is shown by the dashed red line and its
uncertainty by the yellow shaded region in Fig. 2. Adopting this
index in the 0.3–10 keV, the unabsorbed flux is (2.1+0.7

�0.5) ⇥ 10�15

erg cm�2 s�1, which translates to a luminosity of 4 ⇥ 1039 erg
s�1 (at 41 Mpc). The XMM-Newton flux and photon index are
fully consistent with the values found about one month before
by Chandra (Troja et al. 2017b; Margutti et al. 2018) and indi-
cates that the GW 170817 flux stopped increasing.

3. Interpretation and discussion

All radio and X–ray detections of GRB 170817A reported so far
(covering a time range between ⇠9 and ⇠115 d after the event)
indicated a steady increase of the source flux, with negligible
spectral evolution, namely F⌫(t) / ⌫�0.58t0.7 (Mooley et al. 2017;
Margutti et al. 2018; Troja et al. 2017b). Fig. 3 shows the after-
glow data published in the literature to date, together with our
XMM–Newton point obtained at ⇠ 135 d (light blue circle). Our
XMM–Newton data provide the first indication that the steadily
brightening of the X–ray flux has stopped when compared to the
earlier Chandra observations (obtained about 9, 15 and 109 d
after the event; Haggard et al. 2017; Margutti et al. 2017, 2018;
Troja et al. 2017a,b). Such a change in the light curve temporal
evolution is confirmed in the optical band by the HST observa-
tions carried out at ⇠ 110 and ⇠ 137 d with HST (Lyman et al.
2018; Margutti et al. 2018).

1 We corrected for Galactic extinction assuming E(B�V) = 0.105 mag
(Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011).
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Fig. 3. Left–hand panel: GRB 170817A afterglow light curves in radio at 3 GHz and 6 GHz (red and orange stars respectively, VLA observations
– data from Mooley et al. 2017), in the optical (green stars, HST/ACS observations in the F606W filter – data from Lyman et al. 2018 and Margutti
et al. 2018) and in the X–rays (blue stars: Chandra observations, data from Margutti et al. 2018; light blue circle: our XMM–Newton observation).
Thick coloured solid lines represent our isotropic fireball model (corresponding to either the jet–less scenario outlined in Salafia et al. 2017, or the
choked jet scenario proposed by Mooley et al. 2017). The brown dashed lines represent our structured jet model. The parameters of both models
are reported in Table 1. Upper right–hand panel: the jet structure assumed in our model. The red line represents the isotropic equivalent kinetic
energy, while the blue line shows the Lorentz factor. Lower right–hand panel: the red line shows the peak time of the isotropic outflow light
curve as a function of the minimum velocity �min in the velocity profile. The dashed lines mark the value we employed in the modeling.

is given by

4
3
⇡R3n(c��)2 = E(> ��) (4)

As soon as all the outflow material has gone across the re-
verse shock, i.e. after the minimum ejecta velocity �min has been
reached, the dynamics turn into simple adiabatic expansion, with
�� / R�3/2 (Nava et al. 2013). We model the synchrotron emis-
sion from the shock-heated electrons following Sari et al. (1998),
just as in the structured jet model. The parameters are essentially
the same as in Mooley et al. (2017), except for the slightly lower
value of the electron energy power law slope p = 2.14, which
provides a better agreement to the broadband spectrum (see e.g.
Margutti et al. 2018 therein Fig. 6), and for the introduction of
the minimum ejecta velocity �min in order to account for the peak
in the light curve. The parameters of the isotropic outflow model
shown in Fig. 3 (solid lines) are reported in Table 1. The value
�min = 0.88 we employed in the modeling implies a total kinetic
energy Etot ⇡ 9.2 ⇥ 1049 erg (assuming spherical geometry).

4. Conclusions

The XMM–Newton late time observations of the afterglow of
GRB 170817A associated to the BNS merger event GW 170817

presented in this work show evidence that the X–ray flux has
started to decrease. This is supported by the latest HST obser-
vations at the same epoch (Margutti et al. 2018). The combined
spectrum obtained with nearly-simultaneous XMM-Newton and
HST data show no spectral evolution with respect to previous
observations, suggesting a geometric or dynamical origin for the
decrease in flux observed in the afterglow light curve. We mod-
elled the observed X-rays, optical and radio afterglow emission
as (i) the deceleration peak of the core of a structured jet (as
described in §3.1) pointing away from our line of sight or (ii)
the deceleration of an isotropic fireball with a radial velocity
structure. We found that both models succesfully reproduce the
available data. In both scenarios the peak should be achromatic,
implying that a decrease in the flux is expected to be observed
also in forthcoming radio data. On the other hand a still increas-
ing radio flux would be challenging to interpret, and would re-
quire a substantial revision of our current ideas about this object.
The similarity of the light curves of the two models as shown
in Fig. 3 may require some independent measure to disentangle
between these two possible scenarios. Given the di↵erent geo-
metric structure of the models (isotropic vs. jetted) radio polar-
ization measurements of the afterglow (e.g. Toma et al. 2008),
although challenging, could provide the key to distinguish be-
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XMM detection at t=135 d (PI:D’Avanzo)

➡OT-X-ray spectral slope unchanged form 

previous epochs: no passage of the cooling 
frequency


➡evidence of a change in the temporal slope: 
likely geometrical effect


Chandra detection at t=153, 156 and 164 d Haggard
+18, Troja+18

➡possible change in the slope Troja+18

D’Avanzo+18

D’Avanzo+18

D’Avanzo+18

still not possible to distinguish 
between the structured jet and 
the isotropic fireball



Conclusions

X-ray (and radio) emission directly from the SGRB afterglow: 
first direct observations testing the structure of the jet


SGRB and kilonova spatially coincidents, further proof of their 
direct connection


observations at t ≤ 200 days are unlikely to settle the outflow 
geometry as in both scenarios the observed emission is 
effectively dominated by radiation from mildly relativistic 
material


continuous monitoring of the source will possibly provide the 
first proof of the geometry of the ouflow of SGRBs


